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Purpose of this Guide
The purpose of this guide is to help with the establishment of an inter-row seeding program on a farm 
operation.  It takes planning and proper management to make inter-row seeding successful.  We have 
asked our customers who are currently doing inter-row for their input and also have referenced what we 
have learned in almost 10 years of interacting with inter-row seeding customers.

There are steps to follow to ensure the success of an Inter-Row program but nothing that cant be ac-
complished with some planning and forethought.

The results from Inter-Row are substantial and we have a few studies in the appendix portion of this 
guide.  Our customers tell us anywhere between 5-15% yield increase since they have implemented the 
Inter-Row program on their operation.

We will cover what equipment is needed, why the need for RTK guidance, proper equipment setup and 
as well how to go about managing the data needed to be successful.

We hope that you find this guide beneficial!
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Equipment Needed
GPS DRIFT

Something that everyone encounters with any entry level signal is GPS drift.  This is where through-
out the day the GPS receiver is accounting for position and calculation errors and causes the recorded 
line being used to “move” or drift.  You usually see this when stopping to fill an air cart or sprayer and 
come back to the line and have to “shift” the line back to where you are located.

ALL entry level GPS signals have GPS drift.  You may see it affect you one day and not the next de-
pending on the direction of the drift.  If drift is in an easterly direction and you are seeding east to west 
then you will not see the affects of drift that particular day.  However if the GPS drift direction changes 
and goes north or south you will then some considerable drift depending on the day and where you are 
located.  Another thing to consider is that GPS drift is not perpendicular to a direction heading or say 
90 degree line.  Meaning if you made an AB line with a compass heading, that heading accuracy will 
change when you come back to it.  So a 90 degree line made one year will be a different 90 degree 
heading the next.

RTK accuracy eliminates this GPS drift by having a base station account for these errors in the GPS 
signal and send out the corrected signal to your machine.  This allows for very high accuracy position-

RTK ACCURACY

For us to be able to come back to the same rows and achieve inter-row seeding success we need noth-
ing more than to upgrade to RTK accuracy.  There are other products on the market that steer the drill 
or follow a stubble row but our customers tell us that the simplest and most affective way to make 
inter-row successful is with RTK accuracy.

With PPN RTK accuracy and signal subscription a customer that is within coverage only need have 
RTK activated, a PPN Modem, active SIM card and an active network subscription.  This is the most 
simplest and direct way to receive RTK corrections in Western Canada and Southern Ontario.
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RTK EQUIPMENT

The following RTK equipment is needed to start down the path of inter-row seeding.  All these 
items can be purchased from your local Prairie Precision Network Dealer.

• SF6000 RTK Ready receiver or equivalent
 (Figure 1)

• PPN Network Modem w/ Active SIM card 
 (Figure 2)

• PPN Vehicle Kit (Figure 3) 

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3
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Implement Setup
OFFSET CALIBRATION

Not very many seeding units pull straight and with lower guidance signals this is hardly noticed.  As we 
move to a higher correction signal like RTK this offset becomes very evident (mostly because we want 
to widen out our tracking lines and take advantage of the full working width of the tool).  

The important thing to consider here is that this will take time to determine the correct offset.  Three 
passes in the field must be made to correctly measure the overlap and miss that is being observed.  
Once you are able to measure these then use the offset measurement guide to correctly calculate your 
“C” offset.

Other things to be aware of when trying to determine system accuracy, is how much the individu-
al shanks move, correct leveling of a drill, opener wear, field conditions, tire pressure.  Many things 
contribute to system accuracy and RTK will only highlight any problems you may have when trying to 
achieve greater accuracy in a field. 

GREENSTAR IMPLEMENT SETUP

In the Greenstar menu, navigate to “H” or implement setup.  Input your working width and tracking 
width.  Make sure that these are the full width of the machine after you have measured.

Select the “Change Offsets” box (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4
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HOW TO CALCULATE IMPLEMENT OFFSET

1. MEASURE implement shank to shank and add one guess row, this is your TRUE implement  
width.  Use this width as your implement and tracking width in Greenstar pages

2. MAKE three passes in the field to determine overlap/skip.  Make sure to only measure overlap/
skip once fully on Autotrac line and GPS error reads zero (Figure 7)

3. MARK down the overlap/skip that was recorded between all the passes.  Divide this number in 
two and that will become your “C” offset in the Greenstar implement offset page.

4. The offset can be moved left or right as shown in the two pictures below.  Select the                
button to move the offset from one side to another. (Figure 5 & 6) 

FIGURE 5 FIGURE 6

FIGURE 7
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STARFIRE OPTIMIZATION

The heart of system accuracy is the Starfire Receiver.  We want 
to make sure it is setup properly for RTK use and also how sig-
nal accuracy works and where to look in the Greenstar pages to 
see current accuracy.

The only setup item that needs changed is to set the hours on 
after shutdown to ZERO (Figure 8).  When using RTK the con-
vergence times to reach full signal is minutes.  Making sure to 
set hours on after shutdown to zero allows the receiver to clear 
its memory and receive the best possible solution at startup.

FIGURE 8

Understanding GNSS signal accuracy is also important when attempting to achieve higher accuracies.  
Figure 9 shows the Starfire main page which give a brief overview of what the current signal accuracy 
is at.  While these are good we can also see a little more clearly what might be going on with the GPS 
skyplot page (Figure 10).

On this skyplot page you will want to pay attention to the PDOP value.  This is the best overall calcula-
tion for how your Starfire receiver is performing.  In Western Canada we like this value to be below 2.0 
and in Southern Ontario 1.5-2.0.  If it is higher it does not mean you will not have RTK corrections it 
just means that some satellites are not available to your receiver at that moment.

If you are not happy with your current satellite solution the only thing that can be done is to unplug the 
receiver and let it clears its memory for 2-5 minutes and then plug it back in.  

FIGURE 9 FIGURE 10
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TCM CALIBRATION

We need to make sure the TCM (Leveling Gyroscope) 
is calibrated.  This needs to be done every time a 
receiver is moved from vehicle to vehicle.  It doesn’t 
take long and greatly affects system accuracy.  

You can see what the results of not having a TCM 
installed would mean for a system on a side hill as in 
Figure 11.  Without the proper calibration the system 
will move itself down the hill in this example and not 
remain perfectly on the line.

Follow your Starfire Operators Manual on how to 
properly perform a TCM calibration for your receiver. FIGURE 11

The TCM can also be adjusted to account for implement draft.  Where you are operating on a sidehill 
and the implement is drafting down and misses are occuring, we can change the TCM height to make 
our tractor move up or down the hill.

If we measure to the middle band on the Starfire receiver our tractor will remain on the line as in Figure 
1 (142” default for 9R tractors).  However if we move the TCM height down and fool the computer the 
tractor will read this new value and climb the hill if we lower the TCM height and come down the hill if 
we raise the TCM height.

Simply go to the Starfire main menu page and change the “Height” box (Figure 12).  A warning will pop 
up (Figure 13) which can be disregarded.  This warning will want you to perform a new TCM calibra-
tion at the new value and you should try to do this at your earliest convenience but can be skipped when 
accounting for sidehill draft.  Just select “F” or enter to close that warning.

FIGURE 12 FIGURE 13
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Tractor Setup
AUTOTRAC OPTIMIZATION

Many people when looking to optimize Autotrac go from the Starfire/Greenstar system straight to the 
implement.  One big thing is in between these two, the tractor.  It is important to make sure we consider 
the factors that this vital link can play in a properly optimized system.

Tire pressure and ballasting are critical to the guidance system.  If we miscalculate these then it will 
cause other guidance issues especially in wet conditions.  Follow the proper Deere guide when select-
ing ballast options.

One simple thing to do right after Starfire optimization, but BEFORE we look at the implement is our 
steering calibrations.  Make sure to follow DTAC 92089 (Appendix D) and check your toe-in/toe-out 
and calibrate address XSC 23.  Once these two items are completed follow up with a WAS Bias 
calibration as per DTAC 78634.

AUTOTRAC SETTINGS

In this guide we will cover hydraulic autotrac only.  Autotrac Controller and Autotrac Universal take a 
different set of calibrations to achieve optimal system performance. Check with your local John Deere 
dealer if using either one of these Autotrac systems.

First we want to make sure that we understand where to go and how signal accuracy and machine and 
implement settings affect Autotrac accuracy.  Once we have determined that our offsets, signal accu-
racy and machine/implement is setup correctly then we can change our Autotrac settings to achieve a 
very accurate steering system.

Different applications require different settings.  Usually 
the difference is in relation to speed however field con-
ditions can also affect how settings react.

Navigate to MENU - GS3 and then “B” or GUIDANCE.  
On this page you will see “Advanced Autotrac Settings”
(Figure 14)

FIGURE 14
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AUTOTRAC SETTINGS CONT.

There are SIX sensitivity settings we can adjust.  We are going to focus on the first page (Figure 15).  If 
you are not sure where to go with a setting, change it drastically to see the result clearly then tune. 
Autotrac Settings:

1. Change Line Sensitivity tracking so tires do not weave back and forth but stay agressive enough 
to stay on the line

2. Line Sensitivity Heading should be lower than Tracking in slower applications and higher or 
even for higher speed applications

3. Steering Response Rate is very critical and affects system accuracy greatly.  Make sure to keep 
this setting low enough that the Autotrac is not erratic.

FIGURE 15 FIGURE 16

FIGURE 17

Once you think you have settings close go to page 
two of the settings page and select “Monitor Perfor-
mance” (Figure 16)

This will show your “heading error” which is a much 
more clearer representation of the actual autotrac 
system error and accuracy.  You can also change the 
Line Sensitivity Tracking and Heading values to tune 
in the system even more.

Feel free to tweak as much as you want as you can al-
ways restore “factory defaults” and go back to where 
you started.
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Guidance Line Management
OVERVIEW

It is very important for an Inter-Row program to save your AB lines and use them in subsequent years.  
This can easily be done with a GS3 2630 and John Deere Operation Centre.  In this section we will ex-
plain the need for AB line management and how to do this easily with Wireless Data and the Operation 
Centre.

One big thing to consider....GO THE SAME DIRECTION FOR EACH AB LINE.  Meaning that if 
your track “0” started on the east side of the field then make sure next year you start the same way.  
Some of our customer’s enable a system where all even tracks start on the west side and all odd tracks 
start on the east side.  This makes sure that offsets stay consistent, sidehill draft stays the same and you 
achieve the best results for inter-row seeding.

SAVING AB LINES

When using a GS3 2630 your guidance lines will be automatically saved.  The only situation this will 
not happen is if you load a new profile via USB and overwrite all the saved data on the screen.  Once 
guidance lines are created (Figure 18) they will be saved for THAT FIELD.  You can go back and 
choose “list cleanup” (Figure 19) to delete individual lines if needed.

FIGURE 18 FIGURE 19
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Appendix A
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Appendix B
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Appendix C
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Appendix D
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